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RTA OUTDOOR LIVING

Creating Your Stay-cation
The outdoor room with kitchen and fire features has become the most popular exterior home improve-

ment. Between BBQ’s and lively conversations, few places around the home can enrich your life the 

way an outdoor living space can. 

The challenge for you is the fragmentation between manufacturers, the method / materials for building, 

and the multiple trades needed to create your outdoor space. The length of time from planning to 

completion often takes several months and many a headache. Why has no one streamlined this con-

struction process?

Our Why
Aside from yourself, no one loves your backyard more than we do… The backyard is a sacred spot 

where you can disconnect from the stress of modern life. It allows you to take pause and focus on the 

people that matter most in your life. Our passion is to help you create a space in your backyard that you 

can enjoy with friends and family, share a meal, and create memories in.



“You can do a full outdoor kitchen for $10,000? You can’t do an indoor 
kitchen for that. And think about the value when you go to sell your 
home. This is a show stopper. I guarantee you that you will double if not 
triple this investment. The best part when you have this . . . it is going to 
last forever. That is it. You do not have to worry about it.”

Anthony Carrino – Kitchen Cousins

Brand Ambassadors

As a designer who specifies spaces large and small, I appreciate the 
flexibility of the RTA x Coyote Outdoor Living components. Whether we 
are creating an expansive outdoor kitchen, small backyard entertaining 
area or island on a balcony, RTA’s versatile collection of ready to 
assemble kitchens always impresses clients.

Kerrie Kelly – Kerrie Kelly Design Lab

“Thanks to RTA Outdoor Living my vision for this backyard has come to 
life! What I love about this kitchen is the durability. We live in Michigan 
and we can get severe weather here. Because the countertop is made 
out of concrete it can withstand the severe weather. The kitchen was 
delivered straight to my backyard and installed in less than 2 hours. 
That is record time if you ask me! Building an outdoor kitchen will typi-
cally take weeks, with RTA Outdoor Living’s features, the process was 
faster and easier, and the end result is both beautiful and functional.”

Farah Merhi – Inspire Me! Home Decor

“I really couldn’t believe it when RTA said ‘Listen, when this shows up in 
your driveway from the time you unpack it, to building, and assembling 
it, you are going to have this thing built in a couple of hours.’ I was like 
There’s no way! This is a 21’ kitchen with all these appliances, the stone, 
everything fitted, countertops, the whole deal. Couple hours they were 
out of here. We were actually BBQ’ing. I couldn’t believe it. The whole 
experience from RTA could not have been better. We recommend it to 
everybody. Thanks again guys.”

Skip Bedell – Co-Host of Catch a Contractor



SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION

Ready-to-Assemble

Superior Material Technology

We make RTA Outdoor Kitchens from an Engineered Concrete Composite 

material. Each 5/8” - 1 ¹/4” thick panel is engineered to be structural and 

include a factory finished facing. You assemble these panels using our 

alignment channel and bracket system in only a couple of hours. In 

comparison, scratch-built and ready-to-finish (RTF) outdoor kitchens require 

multiple materials, steps, and trades to complete.  

Panels are simply set in place, attached with L-brackets and self-tapping 

screws, corners are mounted, countertop and appliances are installed, and 

your kitchen or fire feature is complete.  

Panels are approximately 5/8” - 1 ¹/4” thick and manufactured from a 

high-strength concrete composite with micro-fiber technology.  Panels 

are precast with a stone, wood, or modern aesthetic, and, due to the 

strength, act as self-supporting, structural veneers. Panels are engineered 

for outdoor environments, UV stable, virtually impervious to freeze / thaw 

cycles, and able to withstand all climates.
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The RTA Advantage

Prefab / Modular RTF System RTA Outdoor Living
Cement or Gypsum board affixed 
to galvanized steel frame

Aluminum or galvanized steel 
frame is vulnerable to movement 
and corrosion

Structure typically performs 
poorly in the cold

Application of stucco or glue on 
veneer stone paneling

Installed in a few days and may 
require heavy equipment.

Most come standard with a 
framed veneer tile countertop, 
which is susceptible to tile mortar 
failure

1 Year Warranty

Final product is built of 4 - 5 
layers

Aluminum or galvanized steel 
frame is vulnerable to movement 
and corrosion

Concrete board substrate is 
typically not structural and not 
rated for the outdoors

Requires experienced masonry 
labor for finishing

Installed in 1 - 2 weeks and 
requires multiple trades skills.

Countertop usually not included 
and must be sourced

Limited warranty varies / 
warranty on finish up to installer

Built of 1 solid concrete-
composite panel

Panels are the structure, nothing 
to rot, rust, or decay

Panel material is engineered 
specifically for the 
outdoor environment

No masonry skilled labor needed 
for finishing

Installed in hours and 
homeowner friendly

Comes standard with a 2” 
chiseled edge countertop made 
from engineered concrete 
composite

Limited lifetime structural 
warranty on the outdoor kitchen 
enclosure



Complete Outdoor Experience

Coyote Outdoor Living shares RTA Outdoor Living’s commitment to making luxury outdoor kitchens an 

attainable reality for anyone passionate about cooking, entertaining, or simply relaxing outdoors. We have 

formed a brand partnership with Coyote Outdoor Living allowing us to achieve the common goal of simpli-

fying the design, selection, and building process of outdoor kitchens. This allows us to offer you a complete 

outdoor kitchen solution from the surround and countertop to grills and appliances. 

Coyote Outdoor Living understands the importance of delivering durable products that last a lifetime. All 

Coyote grills are built with premium grade 304 stainless steel, double-walled stainless steel hoods, a cast 

stainless steel burner, interior lighting, and a limited lifetime warranty on the burners and stainless steel 

exterior. Best-in-class features, high quality materials and construction at an attainable price made Coyote 

the obvious choice for the RTA outdoor kitchens.
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Leading Outdoor Appliances

C-Series Grills

S-Series Grills

& Many Other Grill & Appliance Options...

Access & Storage

The Coyote C-Series grills are available in 28″, 34″, 36″, 

and 42″ sizes for our outdoor grill islands. These grills are 

available in both natural gas and propane. The C-Series 

grills are durable 304 stainless steel, limited life-time 

warranty, and feature the unique Coyote Infinity Burners™.

The Coyote S-Series grills are available in 30″, 36″, and 

42″ sizes for our outdoor kitchens. These grills have all 

the same features of the C-Series. In addition, the S-Series 

grills spare no expense with a sear burner, rotisserie, 

ceramic briquettes, and back lit knobs to satisfy even the 

most demanding outdoor gourmet chef.

Outdoor kitchen sinks make hand washing and 

cleaning up more convenient. Outdoor kitchen 

refrigerators offer great convenience to keep drinks 

cold and nearby. Coyote has put thoughtful design 

into the best of both of these appliances and created 

truly outdoor rated appliances.

An often overlooked aspect of an outdoor 

kitchen is storage. Having everything you 

need on hand makes outdoor grilling a more 

pleasurable experience for all. Coyote offers a 

wide range of doors, drawers, and dry storage.

Sink & Refrigeration Options



Compact G-Series Outdoor Kitchens

RTAC-E3
Electric Grill Island Features & Details

• Coyote electric grill which provides 156in2 of cooking 
area and up to 550 °F maximum temperature
• 21” Coyote outdoor-rated refrigerator
• Island Surround: 32” W x 37” H x 24” D
• Countertop: 38” W x 2” H x 38” D
*Optional 24” single access door in lieu of outdoor refrigerator

RTAC-G4  
4’ Island Features & Details

• 28” Coyote grill which provides 640in2 of cooking                            
area and up to 40,000 BTU’s
• 14” x 20” single access door
• Island Surround: 40” W x 34.5” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 46” W x 2” H x 36” D

The Grill Island Series (G-Series) offers two compact island options. The first option is a 3’ electric grill 

island for locations with outdoor gas / charcoal cooking restrictions to provide a premium cooking option 

for electric grill users. The second option is a 4’ gas grill to meet your outdoor cooking needs in a small 

outdoor space. Both compact islands come with a Coyote grill in addition to different storage, prep, and 

refreshment options. All Islands also come standard with a 2” concrete countertop.



RTAC-G5
5’ Island Features & Details

• 28” Coyote grill which provides 640in2 of cooking 
area and up to 40,000 BTU’s
• 26” double access doors
• Island Surround:  60” W x 34.5” H x 30” D    
• Countertop:  66” W x 2” H x 36” D   

G-Series Outdoor Kitchens

RTAC-G6-P
6’ Premium Island Features & Details

• 30” Coyote SL grill which provides 700in2 of cooking 
area and up to 70,000 BTU’s
• 31” double access doors and 21” refrigerator
• Island Surround:  72” W x 34.5” H x 30” D    
• Countertop:  78” W x 2” H x 36” D   

RTAC-G6
6’ Island Features & Details

• 34” Coyote grill which provides 780in2 of cooking 
area and up to 60,000 BTU’s
• 31” double access door
• Island Surround: 72” W x 34.5” H x 30” D
• Countertop: 78” W x 2” H x 36” D

In addition to our compact islands, the Grill Island Series (G-Series) offers BBQ islands in a 5’, 6’, and 6’ 

premium option to meet a wide variety of space and cooking needs. All G-Series islands come with a 

Coyote grill in addition to different storage, prep, and refreshment options. All Islands also come standard 

with a 2” concrete countertop.







RTAC-G8   
8’ Island Features & Details

• 36” Coyote grill which provides 875in2 of cooking 
area and up to 80,000 BTU’s
• 31” double access door, pull out trash, and 21” 
refrigerator
• Island Surround: 90” W x 34.5” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 96” W x 2” H x 36” D

G-Series 8ft Outdoor Kitchen
Easily entertain and grill for any size gathering or party with the all-inclusive 8’ G-Series kitchen. This 
kitchen offers 875in2 of cooking area, 4.1 cubic feet of refrigeration space, double access doors for storage, 
a 13 gallon pull-out trash, and provides 17.5ft² of preparation space to make parties and gatherings in your 
outdoor space that much better.

RTAC-G8-P   
8’ Premium Island Features & Details

• 36” Coyote S-Series grill which provides 875in2 of 
cooking area and up to 90,000 BTU’s
• S-Series grill comes with sear burner and rotisserie
• 31” double access door, pull out trash, and 21” 
refrigerator
• Island Surround: 90” W x 34.5” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 96” W x 2” H x 36” D



Pellet Grill Islands
Cook with power and precision with the new pellet grill island series. These kitchens offer the newest in 
grilling technology along with a 4.1 cubic feet of refrigeration space, single pull out drawer for storage, and 
ample preparation space for the serious outdoor chef in all of us.

RTAC-G6-PW   
6’ Pellet Island Features & Details

• 28” Coyote pellet grill which provides cooking temps 
from 175° F -  700° F
• Pellet grill also features digital touch control, versa-
rack, smart drop pellet feed, and much more
• 28” sealed reinforced drawer, and 21” refrigerator
• Island Surround: 72” W x 34.5” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 78” W x 2” H x 36” D

RTAC-G8 
8’ Pellet Island Features & Details

• 36” Coyote pellet grill which provides cooking temps 
from 175° F -  700° F
• Pellet grill also features digital touch control, versa-
rack, smart drop pellet feed, and much more
• 36” sealed reinforced drawer, and 21” refrigerator
• Island Surround: 90” W x 34.5” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 96” W x 2” H x 36” D



B-Series Islands

RTAC-B8-S
Bar Island Features & Details

• 8’ of seating space
• 39” bar height with 9” overhang in back
• 31” single-access door with double pull-out 
drawers

RTAC-B8-R
Bar Island Features & Details

• 8’ of seating space
• 39” bar height with 9” overhang in back
• Refreshment center with an overall width of 30”
• Features sink, drop-in cooler, bottle shelf, and more
• 17” x 24” single access door

RTAC-B8-F 
Bar Island Features & Details

• 8’ of seating space
• 39” bar height with 9” overhang in back
• Premium 24” outdoor-rated 304 stainless steel 
refrigerator providing 5.5 cubic feet of cooling 
capacity

Our Bar Island Series (B-Series) is the perfect companion to the G-Series and can be configured as part of 

an L-shape or galley-style outdoor kitchen. The B-Series offers bar seating, expanded counter-prep space, 

and additional appliance features. These islands are a great way to expand and improve your space with a 

total width of 8’ and a bar height of 39”.



Pizza Oven Stand
If you are a home-made pizza connoisseur who loves your pizza 

cooked in a traditional wood oven, the WWPO pizza oven is for 

you!  This pizza oven stand brings the pizza oven cooking surface 

consistent with your G-Series island height and the optional short-

ened overhang on the countertop allows flush installation. 

RTAP- P3
Pizza Oven Features & Details

• WWPO 32” Wood Fired Pizza Oven
• All 304 Stainless Steel
• Wood Storage Space
• Can be added to any G-Series or B-Series island
• Surround: 34” W x 37” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 40” W x 2” H x 36” D

Built-In Kamado Stand
If you are an outdoor cooking enthusiast and appreciate charcoal 

grilling and smoking, Coyote’s Asado Kamado-style Ceramic 

Smoker is for you!  This stand brings the Asado cooking surface 

consistent with your G-Series island height and optional shortened 

overhang on the countertop allows flush installation.

RTAC- K3
Asado Features & Details

• Smoke, sear, & grill option
• Heat-resistant ceramic construction 
• 254in2 of cooking area
• Can be added to any G-Series or B-Series island
• Surround: 30” W x 16” H x 30” D 
• Countertop: 33” W x 2” H x 36” D



Customize Your Kitchen Layout

L-Shaped Outdoor Kitchens

An L-Shaped layout gives the utility of a BBQ island 
with added space for bar seating and additional 
appliances, making the layout perfect for those 
who have the space to accommodate and desire to 
entertain.

Galley Outdoor Kitchens

The Galley Kitchen is another popular configuration 
option for a G-Series and B-Series island, providing 
an efficient cooking, preparation, and entertaining 
layout by positioning islands parallel to each other.

Combining any one of our G-Series islands with any one of our three B-Series Island options and attach-

ments allows you to customize your outdoor kitchen to fit your lifestyle.

Linear Outdoor Kitchens

A Linear kitchen layout is efficient and functional. 
A G-Series or B-Series island can be expanded by 
adding on our kitchen attachments for a compact 
layout with added utility.

U-Shaped Outdoor Kitchens

A U-Shaped layout gives the utility of a BBQ island 
with added space for bar seating, many additional 
appliances, and ample prep space making the layout 
perfect for those who are serious about cooking 
outdoors and want to accommodate a large amount 
of friends and family.
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F-Series Fire Features

RTAF-F3-G/W
Square Fire Pit Features & Details

• HPC penta burner providing up to 65,000 BTU’s
• Plate and drink counter space
• Island Surround:  36” W x 19” H x 36” D    
• Countertop:  42” W x 1” H x 42” D   
*Optional wood burning insert

RTAF-F5-G
Linear Fire Table Features & Details

• 48” HPC linear gas burner providing up to 65,000 
BTU’s
• Plate and drink counter space
• Island Surround: 60” W x 19” H x 24” D
• Countertop: 64” W x 1” H x 28” D

RTAF-F5-LG/TW  
Linear Fireplace Features & Details

• Regency HZ042 outdoor fireplace gas burner with 
automatic turn-on/off and up to 44,000 BTU’s 
• Island Surround: 60” W x 52” H x 24” D 
• Countertop: 64” W x 1” H x 28” D

The Fire Feature Series (F-Series) offers a traditional square fire pit or linear fire pit table with plate and 

drink space and a linear fireplace to enhance any size outdoor conversation space. All features also come 

standard with a 1” concrete countertop.
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Finishing Options
Surround Profile & Color Options

Reclaimed Brick | White
Includes white picture-frame corners and 

an off-white countertop.

Stacked Stone | Brown Terra
Includes brown picture-frame corners and 

a taupe countertop.

Stacked Stone | Stone Gray
Includes gray picture-frame corners and a 

distressed gray countertop.

Stacked Stone | Modern White
Includes white picture-frame corners and 

an off-white countertop.

Weathered Wood | Brown Terra
Includes brown picture-frame corners and 

a taupe countertop.

Weathered Wood | Stone Gray
Includes gray picture-frame corners and a 

distressed gray countertop.

Modern Concrete | White
Includes white picture-frame corners and 

an off-white countertop.

Modern Concrete | Gray
Includes gray picture-frame corners and a 

distressed gray countertop.



Chiseled Edge

Distressed Gray

Our kitchens come standard with a 2” chiseled edge countertop with color depending upon the finish.

TaupeOff White

Countertop Options

Granite
Optional granite countertop upgrade options. Granite countertops are 1 ¹/4” thick.

Clean Edge

Distressed Gray

Optional clean edge countertop upgrade is 1 ¹/4” thick. Comes standard with modern concrete finishes.

TaupeOff White

Bianco Estrello Giallo Orn White New Caledonia Uba Tuba Venetion Gold

Design Your Own RTA Outdoor Kitchen
None of our standard islands fit the vision of your perfect outdoor kitchen? Now you can design

your own and get a custom quote today!

design.rtaoutdoorliving.com



www.rtaoutdoorliving.com
+1 (800) 827-1830


